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AUTOMATION, REFERENCE, AND
THE SMALL REPOSITORY, 1967-1997

GLEN A. GILDEMEISTER

ABSTRACT: Over the past two decades archival automation has evolved from
the cumbersome, costly, and complex systems of the 1960s to the fast, inex-
pensive, user-friendly software packages now found in nearly every reposi-
tory. The impact in the small repository has been mostly in the area of
reference services and the revolution to automated control of and access to
holdings is past the halfway mark. Foremost among the new technologies to
arrive in archives in the 1990s will be optical media to store data; faster, more
expansive, yet relatively less expensive microcomputers; and local area net-
work systems to expand reference service and access to data on holdings.

In celebrating its twenty-first birthday this year, archival automation has
come of age. With twenty-one years' hindsight we can now begin to see some
outline to the development of archival automation and to identify its most sig-
nificant events. For convenience we might break these past two decades into
the first two phases of a three part revolution: the Era of Exploration, 1967-1977;
the Middle Passage, 1977-1987; the Promised Land, 1987-1997.

While some may quarrel over a specific year, 1967 will serve as well as any
for a beginning. Archival automation came before a national audience for the
first time in 1967 when the American Archivist dedicated an entire issue to "Au-
tomation in Archives and Manuscripts Collections."'' The Era of Exploration
began in October of 1967 when the National Archives (now NARA) decided
to take over the Library of Congress (LC) Manuscript Division's SPINDEX pro-
ject. LC had given up on the SPINDEX project in 1966, but NARA secured
a two-year grant from the Council on Library Resources, recruited nine ar-
chival institutions as partners, and began to explore the potential applications
of digital computers to archival work, especially in the creation of finding
aids.2 Thus began what we now can also call the "Decade of the Mastodons,
the evolution of the giant, cumbersome, batch mode, mainframe software sys-
tems of which SELGEM and SPINDEX were the best known. Small reposi-
tories caught a brief glimpse of these early behemoths in the pages of the
American Archivist but only large repositories participating in statewide
projects could afford to get involved with the National Archives, the Smithso-
nian Institution, and the National Historical Records and Publications Com-
mission in automation exploration. From the small archives viewpoint
SPINDEX was irrelevant.
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Two other beginnings were made by our colleagues in the library field in
1967 which would, ten years later, affect archival automation. It was in 1967
that Fred Kilgour put together a small group of Ohio colleges to share resources
in developing automated reference and research tools and the first bibliographic
information network was born, the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC). Kil-
gour's initial vision was shared automation to strengthen reference and research
capabilities, not cataloging and technical services. 3 Soon enough the incen-
tives of shared cataloging and the efficiencies of automated collections con-
trol supplanted his visions for research and reference. And Fred Kilgour was
as much a businessman as he was a research pioneer: he quickly showed the
library world what could be done combining standard formats, digital com-
puters, telecommunications, a substantial user base, item pricing, automated
billing, and two-tiered network corporate governance.

While Kilgour was bringing OCLC to life in Ohio, LC staff in Washington
were working on an automated Master Record for Manuscript Collections
(MRMC). Developed concurrently with the MARC II record, MRMC was to
be a special format for manuscripts cataloging compatible with the MARC
record structure which Kilgour had exploited so successfully. Thus, also in 1967,
the LC effort was laying the groundwork which would, some fifteen years later,
lead to the development of the USMARC Archives Manuscripts Control (AMC)
format.

Small repositories paid as much attention to OCLC and MRMC as they did
to SPINDEX I. These were experimental, pioneering efforts at the national
level which had little immediate relevance to archivists in small repositories.
Archivists did not follow librarians into shared technical services because there
were no standard bibliographic formats for archives, the user group was far
smaller, the nature of reference services far more complex, and, obviously, ar-
chivists could not benefit from shared cataloging of their unique collections.
Instead, archivists continued in the 1970s to try to develop a model system spe-
cifically for archives use which all might then adopt. The ten years spent try-
ing to domesticate the mastodons-ARCHON, BRISC, CODOC, NARS A-i,
SELGEM, SPINDEX-for widespread use brought many trials, more than a
few dead ends, substantial expenditures, and, from the small archives point
of view, few successes.4 Although the NHPRC published the third and final
version of SPINDEX in 1977, the mastodons' days were near an end. And the
first decade of archival automation, the Era of Exploration (1967-1977), end-
ed somewhat ambiguously. The only certainty was that computers would soon
become a permanent part of the archival world just as surely as they had al-
ready swept through the banking, travel, newspaper, library, and education
industries. Archives exist to acquire, preserve, and provide information; com-
puters excel in storing, manipulating, and presenting information quickly and
efficiently: it was an inevitable, if at first reluctant and confused, marriage.

Two concurrent, unrelated events brought in the Middle Passage (1977-1987)
of archival automation: the arrival of the world's first affordable microcom-
puters and the Society of American Archivists' creation of two major task forces
to deal with automated records. Although the NHPRC had just issued its third
and last version of SPINDEX, the idea that SPINDEX might become the ve-
hicle for the national archival data base was dead. SPINDEX was clearly not
going to solve the many problems the Era of Exploration had brought to the
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surface. One primary problem was widespread idiosyncrasy in descriptive stan-
dards and archival terminology. In an effort to establish national descriptive
standards, the SAA created the National Information Systems Task Force
(NISTF) in 1978 and rejuvenated its Committee on Automated Techniques and
Records, created in 1976, to deal with the acquisition, preservation, and use
of data in electronic format. The NISTF focus in developing archival automa-
tion quickly shifted from constructing a single national system or data base
to seeking agreement on national descriptive standards regardless of hardware
or software. Automated interinstitutional cooperation could not proceed with-
out clear and broad-based agreement on terms and bibliographic data struc-
tures. It would take five years to see national agreement on what would become
the MARC AMC format and several more years to publish documentation and
begin to implement it. Once again small repositories watched from the side-
lines. They had few representatives on the task forces and far too few fiscal
resources to work with expensive mainframe computers.

At the same time the SAA was commissioning its task forces in 1977 and 1978,
the spark that would ignite the automation revolution in archives-and the
rest of the world-came from a remote valley in California which soon enough
went by the name of Silicon. It was the arrival of the world's first microcom-
puters from Apple, Commodore, Texas Instruments, and Tandy, and the cor-
nucopia of relatively cheap, user-friendly, menu driven software to run
them. 5 Suddenly-and unexpectedly-the doors had opened wide for the
small repository to participate in the revolution. Microcomputers invaded
smaller archives just as quickly as they did the larger state and federal institu-
tions. Soon it seemed there were as many hardware, software, and system con-
figurations as there were repositories. And each archives felt compelled, like
an Edsel driver, to advocate and defend its purchase and the rationale behind
them: "I got the printer free from the Provost Office and I needed the Sky-
hawk software package so I could exchange floppies with our Flatlands branch
campus; we even had one of our grad interns strip the menu down and write
a few macros. So far it's great; I recommend it!" As microcomputer and ap-
plication software prices plummeted and capabilities soared in the 1980s even
the smallest repositories brought automation into the workplace. Those who
could not afford anything ended up with the cast-offs from a richer depart-
ment within the parent institution.

Quite naturally, the first applications often were to provide better descrip-
tion of and access to holdings-reference services. Reference services in most
small archives meant genealogical queries, administrative requests, and local
history, the sort of applications rarely addressed by the big institutions in the
Era of Exploration. Thus archivists from smaller institutions soon learned to
automate by trial and error, paying little heed to the effort to develop nation-
al standards for archival data bases. They cut their automation teeth not on
archival packages like SPINDEX or ARCHON but on commercial business ap-
plications such as WordPerfect, Mailmerge, dBase II, Applewriter, and many
one-of-a-kind software programs which could only be called Esoterica. A sort
of healthy, rollicking chaos came to dominate archival automation at the small
repository.

In the mid-1980s, while many small shops were testing the new microcom-
puters, the long effort to develop national bibliographic standards for archives
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succeeded. A cooperative effort by the SAAs NISTF, the LC's MARC group,
and the American Library Association's (ALA) Machine Readable Bibliograph-
ic Information (MARBI) committee brought the USMARC AMC format into
being and the Age of Acronyms had arrived.6 The profession now had na-
tional biblographic standards and an accepted format for the description of
archives and manuscripts which were not even a dream in 1977. Small reposi-
tories now could, if they wished, broaden access to their holdings by partici-
pation in OCLC, RLIN, or WLN. And, by 1987, they could employ
Micromarc:AMC software on their own microcomputers for purely local use.

With some semblance of order on one front there was impending chaos on
another. The same year, 1983, that brought USMARC AMC saw IBM plunge
headlong into the personal computing market and, soon enough, we no longer
spoke of micros but of personal computers-PC's. Instead of one computer per
archives we were told that we should work toward one computer per person.
Clones, price wars, an applications software explosion, and an almost mad-
dening array of peripheral expansion possibilities ended any innocence still lin-
gering in the archival community. Within eighteen months Big Blue came to
be the standard in personal computers as it had been for twenty years in large
mainframes, but the varieties of hardware and software available continued
to multiply. By 1987 automation gridlock arrived: archivists looked glowingly
at the sophisticated, low-cost tools which had complicated their lives and then
at a reading room full of archaic, unique, but perfectly good, effective manu-
al finding aids. They had completed another decade, survived the Middle Pas-
sage, and stood, somewhat dazed, at the threshold of the Promised Land of
Archival Automation.

Still, for all the turbulence and smoke generated in the Middle Passage, im-
portant progress took place, especially for those in smaller repositories. In 1977
very few archivists had worked with computers on the job, ten years later few
archivists have not worked with computers. The performance and quality of
computer hardware and software has continued to rise while costs have dropped
precipitously. Data processing capability and printing quality which cost
$350,000 in 1977 now can be purchased for $3,500. The quality and range of
finding aids has improved through the use of commercial wordprocessing and
data base software, and a new genre of finding aid, the searchable data base,
has been created.

The true impact of automation on small repository reference has not been
in the development of national standards or in the growth of national data bases
but in the use of commercial software for wordprocessing and local data base
management. Tailored, boilerplate letters have replaced preprinted forms to
answer genealogical queries. Inventories and registers kept on disks can be
quickly revised as accretions arrive, thus making reference searches faster and
more accurate. Data bases have replaced the old multiple index card files, and
Boolean searching can now be done easily, accurately, and in a fraction of the
time required in manual systems. Using the wordprocessing and data base in-
terface, the small shop with limited staff and resources can produce special-
ized checklists, guides, calendars, and indices that it could not even have
attempted ten years ago. In sum, the Middle Passage has brought the tools
which can, if embraced and exploited, revolutionize small archives reference.
So one might not be a cynic to call the next decade, that third leg of the jour-
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ney, The Promised Land, as we continue the revolution to automated refer-
ence services.

What will the next decade bring that will affect automated reference in small
repositories? It is a good bet that computers will continue, at a slower pace,
to drop in price relative to increased capabilities. Major advances in operat-
ing system software will take advantage of anticipated megabytes of RAM and
gigabytes (one billion bytes) of disk storage on small machines.7 Develop-
ment of applications software toward artificial intelligence, hypertext, and voice
synthesis should yield results within the next five years. 8 And there will be
significant changes in the ways we store and share information. Optical me-
dia storage and local area network systems (LANs) will be at the center of these
changes, and both of these technologies should bring significant changes in the
reference capabilities of small repositories.

Optical Storage

The success of compact disk audio (CD-A) in the pop music industry over
the past three years has overcome the paranoia caused by RCA's half billion
dollar loss in its disastrous videodisc (Selectavision) venture early in the 1980s.
With four million drive units sold in the first three years there is little doubt
that CD-A will eventually come to share a large part of the multi-billion dol-
lar music industry. Early in 1988 Rolling Stone magazine reported that sales
of CDs had exceeded traditional albums and tapes for the first time in the last
quarter of 1987, marking a watershed in the history of the pop music indus-
try. Interactive compact disks (CD-1) are expected, beginning in 1989, to in-
vade the home entertainment and education market successfully.9 In the
business arena the CD application with most promise is CD-ROM (read only
memory), and archives, especially, probably will see this technology entering
the reference room within the next five years.

What is CD-ROM about? Compact storage on optical media of massive
amounts of data at a very low price. The CD drive translates the analog sig-
nal from the disk into a digital signal a microcomputer can use. John Messer-
schmitt, vice-president of North American Phillips, one of the primary
companies developing optical storage media: "CD-ROM and CD-I are about
publishing-punto finale-with an opportunity to go beyond that of course.
This isn't a floppy or hard disk replacement. CD-ROM just happens to be an
accessory to a computer."'" CD-ROM will take a place beside paper, micro-
forms, and magnetic media, but with very special attributes that will make
it attractive to archives.

What can CD-ROM offer archivists? One compact disk, twelve centimeters
across, can hold about 150,000 printed pages or the contents of 1,200 floppy
disks." Put another way, one CD could hold the entire OCLC/AMC data file
or all of NUCMC's printed volumes, fully indexed. One disk could hold all the
Presidential Papers volumes ever published by the NHPRC and still have room
for an index. In each case the cost of the disk to the repository should be around
twenty dollars. Publishing costs on CD are approximately seven cents per mega-
byte while a traditional bound paper volume would cost around ten dollars
for the same amount of data. Paper may be more pleasant to use but CD offers
microcomputer research options and instant note taking via a printer. The PC
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can search, aggregate, segregate, and manipulate data supplied by the CD drive
and complete tasks in minutes that would take weeks or months using other
media.

The impact of CD-ROM on reference will be significant and is likely to dou-
ble or triple the number of requests to use the services available. A small fee
such as is now charged for photocopies or searches of online data bases could
easily recover the cost of purchase of the CD's. CD-ROM will offer the small
repository the same kind of leverage that the advent of the microcomputer did
ten years ago. They will be able to offer many of the same basic reference serv-
ices as the big institutions. Instead of traveling (or writing) to use the half-
million names in the Illinois Public Land Sales data base you could go to your
local history collection in the Sycamore Public Library and run a search on
your ancestors to see if they bought public lands in Illinois in the nineteenth
century. The data base has been available on microfiche, but CD-ROM is
cheaper, the microcomputer will search for you, and the output can be print-
ed instantly, easily, and cheaply.

Except in a few instances, CD-ROM will not replace paper, microform, or
magnetic media. Rather, it offers a completely new publishing option which
holds great promise for archivists. The ideal circumstances for a cost-effective
CD-ROM publication are: (1) a large data base; (2) relatively static data re-
quiring updates less than monthly; (3) data which must be used at multiple
sites; (4) data whose use is enhanced by searching; (5) a minimum sale or sub-
scription of 100 copies.12 These criteria describe most data bases of interest to
archives: large bibliographic files such as OCLC/AMC, NUCMC, or
RLIN/AMC files; genealogical surname files with hundreds of thousands of
names and citations; federal and state archives guides; large photographic or
cartographic files with thousands of images. In each case the file is extremely
large when fully indexed, the data of interest to many sites, the information
relatively static (yearly updates would suffice), and microcomputer searching
would greatly enhance the value to researchers.

Most optical storage media experts agree with Barry Richman, former sen-
ior editor for computers and electronics at McGraw-Hill, that "reference pub-
lishing will be the first to move to CD-ROM." Retrospective conversions of
extant data bases and printed volumes may be a large part of the initial wave
of CD-ROM publications, but the technology will create entirely new works,
not merely new formats for old, unedited data.'1 The highly reliable optical
scanning hardware and software now evolving will eliminate the currently pro-
hibitive costs of keystroke input.

There are, of course, some disadvantages and costs to publishing in CD-ROM
which must be overcome before the technology becomes a part of the small
repository reference room. The cost of drives is now around $750 but that is
sure to drop as the volume of sales increases; a final price of $400 several years
from now would be a good guess. And the system does require the use of a
microcomputer. The current cost of data preparation and mastering compact
disks is around $2,000 once the data is in digital format and edited. 4 That
cost should come down as production volume increases combine with software
and hardware advances. As we have seen many times over, the economics in
the automated information industry are always the same: high research and
development costs; high start-up costs for manufacture; high risk in gauging
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market demand; but low marginal costs and enormous profits if the market
is strong for even several years. CD-ROM will be no exception. Sony and Phil-
lips have invested heavily in this technology, control the hardware development,
and expect to see a success equal to RCA's half billion dollar disaster in
videodisc.

LANs

CD-ROM will be joined by a second, older, and less glitzy technology in the
small repository of the 1990s: the local area network. It, too, will increase refer-
ence services substantially at only a modest increase in cost. Just as CD-ROM
should double or triple research oriented reference services, LANs in the small
repository will significantly increase administrative reference services to the
archives' parent institution.

Most archivists have some familiarity with wide area network systems
(WANs) and the vital role they play in the information industry: OCLC, RLIN,
the state Department of Transportation, and the Social Security system are
commonly used wide area networks. Local area networks operate along the
same principles but on a small scale without using telecommunications, and
with a far broader utility. A LAN will operate within one institution and can
have from three to three hundred separate member workstations, or nodes.
Maximum distances vary but 2,000 feet is average. Each node requires a com-
puter with a network communications card installed and pays its fair share
of the network operating system software and connecting cables." For the
type of LAN that most small archives would join $1,000 to $1,500 is a good es-
timate of the one-time, fixed cost per node; maintenance and service costs,
which may or may not be charged back, are usually very low.

The parent institution or division should pay the costs for the dedicated
microcomputer which serves the network and also for the overall general costs
associated with system installation and maintenance, as is the case with lar-
ger mainframe computer systems. A small repository would become one node
in a LAN established by the parent institution or a segment of that institution
such as a corporate information division, a university library, or a state historical
society's archives department. For a cost of approximately $1,200 (or less) the
archives would then have access to any site-licensed software in the network,
data files created by other network members, and any hardware shared in the
network. Through an electronic bulletin board or hardcopy newsletter, net-
work members would provide information about what data files they are mak-
ing available and how to access those files. A small archives would likely be
one of five to ten members in a network, use either coaxial cable or the institu-
tional telephone system, and operate in a ring or bus topology.' One
microcomputer could serve both as a network node and as a standalone PC
when not using the LAN. The payback can be immediate and the network
offers possibilities otherwise unattainable. While a small repository could not
afford or justify a $5,000 desktop publishing system with a laser printer, it
would be nice to have access to such advanced technology for printing inven-
tories, guides, and reports, or for using advanced graphics in newsletters,
brochures, and presentations. Since these systems print ten pages per minute,
one hour a week would be more than enough time. It might also be cost effec-
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tive to share hard disk storage with other nodes since few repositories require
twenty or thirty megabytes of storage. The money saved on a hard disk could
pay one third the cost of network set-up for the node.

As important as these concrete enticements are, the institutional service op-
portunities a network opens for a small repository are more important. How
often we lament that we are isolated, impoverished, ignored, and underuti-
lized. A LAN will immediately open doors to those other departments that are
essential to increased use of our collections, and it will give our programs much
higher visibility. If a college archives had an electronic index to one hundred
years of a student newspaper and made that available online to nodes in the
sports information department, the alumni office, the main library, and at the
student newspaper office, use of that resource would triple. Most important,
the journalists who control the institution's mass media will come to write some
positive stories about the fascinating collections which "no one knew were on
the campus." A corporate archives with a data base of sales and parts catalogs,
a religious archives with a comprehensive historical biographical file, and a
publisher's archives with subject access to large photographic collections could
easily increase use and strengthen its institutional value and visibility by par-
ticipating in a LAN.

With all these wondrous possibilities and the technology already available
why have we not seen faster growth in LANs? Bill Gates, president of Microsoft
(which brought us MS-DOS and OS/2), argues that "this is a little bit of the
proverbial chicken and the egg. You've got to have a network to be interested
in having a program that really gets into group productivity. Yet it's just such
enhancements that help justify the network."', 7 Networks are complex and
can be expensive. They also require cooperation between people who are turf-
conscious and not inclined to share. There has to be a motive to get thinking
about a LAN started. Gates touches a sore and critical point when he speaks
of group productivity, a concept too often alien to archivists. As long as we re-
main "lone arrangers" the opportunities offered by these new technologies will
pass us by. We ought to be building bridges within our institutions and com-
munities among our users. Since an archives is an institutionwide program,
is involved in the information industry, and stands to gain from participation
in a LAN, the archivist should take the initiative.

In the coming decade both CD-ROM and LANs will have a lot to offer the
small repository. They will boost the volume and quality of reference services
we can offer if we choose to use them, but only those who have educated them-
selves, experimented a bit, and risked failure will be able to take advantage
of the opportunities when they come. Archivists have traditionally been a very
conservative group in moving to new technologies. Stretch your imagination,
move ten years into the future to 1998. Combine CD-ROM with LANs and
see the intriguing possibilities for a small repository in the 1990s.' 8 It is al-
ready possible to establish CD-ROM within the LAN environment and give
nodes access to massive amounts of data to manipulate with the analytical
software-SPSS X to RBASE to SAS-currently on the market. When the CD-
ROM/LAN combination operates on the coming microcomputers with mega-
bytes of RAM and gigabytes of storage, the long-sought goals of hypertext and
artifical intelligence move from fanciful dreams to applications in fact. The
current cost of changing data to machine readable form should drop substan-
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tially, encouraging conversion to automated systems. Wang and others have
already built the optical scanners which input data from typescript or graphics,
creating the WYSIWYG-whatyouseewvhatyouget-images touted in current
commercials. And enhancements in mice and voice synthesis should allow even
a fairly unskilled researcher to use these automated reference tools.

"Pie in the sky, by and by;' you say. If someone had told you in 1977 that
you would have on your desk in 1987 a computer with all the capabilities of
a 1977 major college data processing center, weighing less than forty pounds,
and costing less than one percent of the 1977 price, you would have said "Pie
in the sky." So approach the coming technology with cynicism, continue to fly
your Skyhawk software, revel in your local idiosyncrasy, and accept whatever
gifts of automation you are offered-but keep your eye on the horizon and your
mind open. The twenty-first century is only twelve years away.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Glen Gildemeister has been the director of the
Regional History Center atNorthern Illinois University since 1977; he began
his career at the Ohio Historical Society in 1975. An earlier version of this
paper was given at the 1987 annual meeting of the Society of American
Archivists in New York.
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1979) special issue titled "Archivists, Archives, and Computers: A Starting Point."

5. In June 1977, Apple Computer shipped its first Apple II to market; in August, Radio Shack
unveiled its Model I, a Z-80 based, $600 cassette drive system with 4K for "school, home,
office, and hobbyist." It is sometimes difficult to remember that the microchip which has
invaded every aspect of our lives had just been invented ten years ago. Webster's New In-
tercollegiate Dictionary, 1977 edition, does not even list the words microchip or
microcomputer.

6. A brief history of the NISTF and the evolution of USMARC AMC may be found in Richard
H. Lytle, "An Analysis of the Work of the National Informations Systems Task Force,"
American Archivist 47 (Fall 1987):357-65. Details of the NISTF's work may be found in
David Bearman, Towards National Information Systems for Archives and Manuscripts:
the NISTF Papers, 1981-1984 (Chicago: Society of American Archivists, 1988).
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7. Sandra R. Reed, "Bill Gates: A Platform for the Next Ten Years," Personal Computing (May
1987):74-81.

8. Philosopher Ted Nelson created the term hypertext in the mid-1960s. Data is stored and
retrieved with reference only to itself, associationally, and not through an imposed, hier-
archical, outside directory or authority. Humans usually think by associating and not in
the logical, hierarchical mode by which digital computers work (and by which archivists
arrange their collections). The mass storage afforded by CD would allow for enormous asso-
ciational webs by which to search and retrieve data. One could store forty printed volumes
and still have seventy percent of the disk available for access overhead. T. J. Byers, "Built
by Association," PC World (April 1987):245.

9. The conversion from LP to CD is discussed in Fred Goodman, "Record Industry Prepar-
ing to Bury the LP: The Vinyl Countdown is Underway," Rolling Stone(10 March 1988)
:24. There are three major branches in the optical media storage family: compact disk,
videodisc, and digital disk. The compact disk branch also has three primary members: audio
(CD-A), interactive (CD-I), and read only memory (CD-ROM). CD-A has already built
a strong and growing market in the music industry, especially in pop music. CD-I is to be
released next year. The CD-I drive plugs into a television set and is designed for education
and play, much like the cartridges for home computers in the late 1970s but far more
expensive and sophisticated. Amateur pilots could have full capacity flight simulators in
the basement; music students can compose complex pieces and edit them easily hearing
all the instruments of the orchestra; designers can build bridges and see them under every
possible weather and stress condition. CD-ROM is aimed at the information industry and
also has some broad commercial business applications: automobile repair, employee training,
software libraries, graphics storage, service manuals. For a schematic showing the entire
optical media storage family see College and Research Library News (July/August 1987):390.
Bryan Brewer provides a good comparative view in "CD-ROM and CD-I," CD-ROM
Review (May/June 1987): 18-25.

10. "CD-ROM Forum," PC World (April 1987):223. The best overview of the current status
of all optical media including CD-ROM is David Bearman, "Optical Media: Their Impli-
cations for Archives and Museums," Archival Injormatics Newsletter and Technical Re-
port, Vol. 1, no. 1 (Spring 1987), part 2.

11. Leonard Laub, "What is CD-ROM?" CD-ROM: The New Papyrus, ed. Steven Lambert
and Suzanne Ropiequet (Redmond, Wash.: Microsoft Press, 1986), 47-49.

12. Judith P. Roth, editor, Essential Guide to CD-ROM (Westport, Conn.: Meckler Publish-
ing, 1986), 34.

13. "Dense Media and the Future of Publishing," in Lambert and Ropiequet, CD-ROM, 447;
John Gale, "Text Retrieval," CD-ROM Review (March/April 1987):20-23. One immedi-
ate impact in the commercial world will be major reductions in telecommunications costs
and a reshaping of online research data bases. See Rick Meyer, "From Online to Ondisc,"
in Lambert and Ropiequet, CD-ROM.

14. CD mastering is done by taking data in digital form standard ASCII data on tape-and
translating it to an analog binary channel code which can be read by a laser light beam.
The analog signal is composed of consecutive "pits" and "lands" of variable length called
EFM, for eight to fourteen modulation. The transition from a pit to a land or from a land
to a pit is a channel code one and the length of each pit or land determines the number
of channel code zeros. The CD drive head reverses this translation in reading the data in
order to supply the computer it is serving with standard digital code. See Laub, 64-65.

15. The essential components of a LAN are a central server (shared use or dedicated PC) to
control the network; micros which serve as the workstations, or nodes, to create and process
data; network cards in the workstations and cable to connect them; and a network oper-
ating system (NOS). While there are standards in this area there is a broad range of products
available and many are hardware specific. It is likely again that NOS and card prices will
be dropping in the near future and per node costs of $500 are a possibility. See Heather-Jo
Taferner, "Buyer's Guide: Local Area Networks," Personal Computing (May 1987):183-84;
and Michael Goodwin, "Network Giants Square Off," PC World (April 1987):193.

16. For an introduciton to LAN topologies see The Waite Group, PC LAN Primer (Indianapolis,
Ind.: Howard W. Sams and Company, 1986), 15.

17. Reed, "Bill Gates," 78. Just as Sony and Phillips created and control the CD industry, Novell,
3Com, and IBM control and shape the direction of LAN development. IBM's PC Net and
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Token Ring are easily the largest sellers and have established operating standards. The In-
stitute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers' (IEEE) 802 Committee sets the technical stan-
dards. The Waite Group, PC LAN Primer. 17.

18. This merger has already taken place in Online Computer Systems' development of Opti-
Net. OCS first demonstrated two versions of CD-ROM LAN combinations at the 1986 mid-
winter meeting of the American Library Association. There are problems to be solved here,
too, the first being "a legal thicket concerning pricing strategies." Should a six node LAN
pay six times the single user price? Should there be graduated prices for site licensing? See
"It's the CD-Romulans," CD-ROM Review (May/June, 1987):7.
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DOCUMENTATION OF THE UNITED
STATES AT WAR IN THE

20TH CENTURY: AN ARCHIVIST'S
REFLECTIONS ON SOURCES,

THEMES, AND ACCESS
SHIRLEY J. BURTON

ABSTRACT War is not simply a military matter, but rather a complex
phenomenon that affects all of society. The documentation of war is similarly
complex. It appears in both public and private sources and in machine-
readable, audio, and video-as well as paper-form, thereby presenting a con-
siderable challenge to archivists concerned with the preservation of adequate
documentatioh. Trends in research and interpretation can affect the demand
for particular types of sources, but access to the archival record is often a greater
obstacle to research than limitations on the nature or extent of the documen-
tation. Archivists bear considerable responsibility for what the future will know
of war in the twentieth century because that knowledge will depend to a large
extent upon those fragments of the past that survive-the archival record.

By the dawn of the twentieth century the United States had reached its con-
tinental limits and developed a full-fledged concomitant ideology of expan-
sion embodied in the concept of manifest destiny. With world power status
came further territorial and economic expansion beyond the North American
continent that necessarily involved the United States in nearly all of the twen-
tieth century's armed conflicts. Two types of wars may be distinguished. If war
requires an official government declaration, then the first United States war
of the twentieth century began on 2 April 1917, when Woodrow Wilson asked
Congress for a declaration against Germany. If, however, war is a confronta-
tion where people kill each other under a national banner with or without a
formal declaration, then the first twentieth century war began at the very dawn
of the century when Major General Arthur McArthur, father of the famous
World War II general, tried to quell Philippine "insurgents" resisting United
States control of their territory (1898-1902). War must also include the United
States' involvement in the Boxer Rebellion in China (1900), when nationalists
resisted United States hegemony in much the same fashion as the Filipinos,'
and the United States intervention in Mexico between 1911 and 1917, when
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Brigadier General John J. Pershing pursued Francisco "Pancho" Villa through
northern Mexico.'

The only United States wars of this century that proceeded from official
declarations were World Wars I and II. Although a wealth of material survives
from World War 1(1914-17), the paper explosion did not begin until World War
11 (1939-45). The Second World War left literally miles of documentation- so
much in fact that Barbara Tuchman, who wrote about both wars, complained
after completing Stilwell and the American Experience in China that there
was too much source material.4 More has been written about World War II
than any other war, no doubt in part because it is the most voluminously
documented. Since World War II, the United States has been involved in
prolonged military actions in Korea and Vietnam as well as other areas of the
world such as Grenada, Central America, and the Persian Gulf. For purposes
of this paper, these conflicts, although undeclared, also fit the definition of war.

Various types of records document war in the twentieth century and, as the
Vietnam conflict illustrates, involve public as well as private, civilian as well
as military, institutional as well as personal domains. In April 1987 the secre-
tary of the army transferred custody of the Southeast Asia War records to the
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). These consist of ap-
proximately 30,000 cubic feet of material created between 1954 and 1975 by
U.S. Military Assistance Command-Thailand (MACTHAI), U.S. Military
Assistance Command-Vietnam (MACV), U.S. Army Vietnam (USARV), and
their subordinate components. These records document the role of the United
States Army in Vietnam and of the United States joint commands there. After
processing and review by National Archives staff, they will be opened in sched-
uled increments. The last of them are scheduled to be available by April
1992.2 Other important repositories for official documents include the
Center of Military History, Washington, D.C., and the U.S. Army Military
History Institute, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania.

A valuable counterpoint to the official military record is provided by col-
lections of personal papers of Vietnam veterans such as the one at Cornell
University,6 and oral histories such as those used to produce published first
person accounts of individuals in Vietnam as, for instance, Al Santoli's Every-
thing We Had.

7

War is a function of government, like making laws and collecting taxes.
Therefore, much of the documentation of wars in which the United States has
been involved is in the National Archives and Records Administration, the statu-
tory depository of the permanently valuable records of the federal government.
These include the records of Congress, which both declares war and appropri-
ates the funds necessary to wage it. Testimony at the Iran-Contra hearings dur-
ing the summer of 1987 suggests means of funding undeclared war might be
documented in such records as those of the National Security Council. 8

Other obvious government records of twentieth century warfare include
those of the Department of State, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, and
the departments of the Army, Navy, and Air Force a well as the joint and com-
bined military agencies. More than half of the three and one-half billion docu-
ments deposited in the National Archives emanated from the military,'
sobering physical evidence of the extent to which war and the specter of war
have occupied the government of a professedly peace-loving nation. Documen-
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tation of war also occurs in the records of civil agencies as widely divergent
as those of the National Academy of Sciences (reports and related correspon-
dence, 1917-21, of the Washington office of the National Research Informa-
tion Committee from its Paris, Rome and London offices concerning aviation,
munitions, ordnance, equipment, and other military and naval technical mat-
ters) and the Railroad Retirement Board (correspondence and memoranda
documenting the agency's response to the war effort in terms of supplies, per-
sonnel, and patriotic programs).

Many of these records are housed and made available to researchers in the
National Archives building in Washington, D.C., and in two suburban loca-
tions."' Records created by federal agencies located outside Washington,
D.C., are deposited in the eleven National Archives field branches across the
country." Many of the records most frequently requested by researchers have
been microfilmed. They are available for research at the various National Ar-
chives facilities, and for purchase by institutions or individuals. In addition to
records of the United States government they include some records of foreign
governments that provide documentation of war, such as the extensive World
War II collection of captured German records, those of the Italian armed forces,
and Hungarian military and political records.'2

The National Archives also administers the presidential libraries, which con-
tain a different type of documentation of war.'" In contrast to the official
records of the government, the presidential libraries collect the personal and
public papers of former presidents and of women and men who played im-
portant roles in their administrations. Because these are not official govern-
ment records, but rather collections of personal correspondence, diaries, oral
history interviews, memorabilia, and other historical materials, they provide
an interesting counterpoint to the official record.

Both official and unofficial documents are merely records, and not direct
revelations of truth. Much truth is, of course, to be found in them, but the task
of separating true from false content belongs to the historian, and not to the
archivist. Both true and false are, after all, part of the historical record. Docu-
ments of government agencies can be marred by human error, inaccurate data,
and occasional deliberate attempts to mislead. Most often, however, they are
created by some more-or-less disinterested individual whose job it is to submit
a report such as a census count, a battlefield report, or the proceedings of a
meeting. These records should, and most often do, pass from agency custody
directly into archival custody at the National Archives where their integrity
is carefully preserved. They are thus protected against the alterations and cull-
ing that sometimes occur to records remaining in private hands.

Records that do not pass directly from disinterested creator to archival cus-
tody, such as those in collecting archives including the presidential libraries,
are subject to an additional caveat. As private papers, they are not subject to
federal statute, but are accessioned exactly as donated by their owners. These
records are not created by disinterested administrators, but rather by individuals
who usually have a keen interest and a stake in the affairs they relate. The
creator of the documents (or that person's heir or representative) may edit,
select, or purge the documents before donating them. Historian Robert Messer,
who examined an important aspect of the cold war, based much of his research
on the papers of James E Byrnes, secretary of state during the Truman adminis-
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tration. Approaching this source critically, Messer observed that "considera-
ble evidence suggests that editing. . . was . . . performed on the 'full and
complete' Byrnes Papers prior to their being deposited at Clemson University
Library just before Byrnes's death." "Often," he continued, "a set of personal
records so long under the control of the donor undergoes a certain amount of
tampering. It is natural for anyone to want to appear to posterity in the most
favorable light possible."4

This is not to imply that one kind of record is to be preferred over the other,
but rather to point out that they provide different kinds of documentation, and
to emphasize that both are necessary to thorough research. The official docu-
ments may be more objective, but may also be voluminous or dull, requiring
hours of tedious research. The personal papers, while possibly more biased,
are perhaps also more concise and fruitful. Together they still will not provide
a complete and accurate account of what actually happened, but will perhaps
yield a closer approximation.

The earliest American presidential administration documented in its own
presidential library is that of Herbert Hoover (1928-32). While it might be
reasonable to assume that most of the war-related materials in presidential
libraries deal with World War II and subsequent cold or undeclared wars, this
is not always the case. Most of these libraries also contain materials that pre-
date the tenure of the administration. Papers in the Truman Library, for
example, not only document the president's World War I artillery unit, but trace
its history back to the Civil War.

War is usually documented on a more personal level in nongovernment
repositories such as private and public archives, university libraries, and histor-
ical societies. Private repositories like the one for personal papers of Vietnam
veterans at Cornell University provide a much-needed counterpoint to the offi-
cial record. Additional documentation of this type appears in the papers of am-
bassadors or generals and in records of private organizations. Newspapers and
periodicals are rich sources; and the papers of war correspondents have proved
especially useful."

War is not a strictly military matter, and never has been. Much war-related
research is directed toward the effect of war upon civilians. 6 The involve-
ment of noncombatants did not begin with strategic bombing in World War
II, or even with General Sherman's march across Georgia 80 years earlier. For
example, the Thirty Years War (1618-1648) reduced the population of Germany
from 20 million to 12 or 13 million, lowered the standard of living dramatically,
and decimated trade. 17

War has disrupted human life cycles and relationships, and profoundly af-
fected the health, food supply, work, and political and intellectual lives of
civilians. Lives are irrevocably changed by the technology, psychology, and
ideology of war. War technology has produced jet engines, radar (and its close
kin, television), synthetic rubber, soft plastics, DDT, penicillin, and nuclear
energy." Wartime propaganda has challenged personal beliefs and attitudes,
and confronted individuals with changing perceptions of emotionally-charged
concepts like patriotism, militarism, nationalism, pacifism, and civil disobe-
dience.

War can abruptly and devastatingly change society, even when the battle
fronts are distant, as evidenced by the internment of Japanese-Americans during
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World War II, the "Rosie the Riveter" phenomenon retired in August of 1945,
and the anti-Vietnam War movement and its relationship to the counterculture
of the 1960s.

Some of the earliest studies of the effects of war upon society came out of
a meeting of the Canadian Association for American Studies held in Montreal
in 1970, where scholars presented papers that probed the effect of war upon
business, ethnic experience, pacifism, dissent, and political leadership. The re-
search tapped both government records (Records of the War Industries Board;
Records of the War Department General Staff) and private papers (Jane
Addams Papers, Swarthmore College Peace Collection).

Richard Polenberg presented a paper at that conference that dealt with
Franklin D. Roosevelt's wartime political leadership. He later expanded the
paper into a book about war and society focused entirely upon the World War
II period.'9 In it he examined the changes that war brought to the power
structure of the federal government (erosion of the legislative, growth of the
executive authority), the economy, labor, racial and religious toleration, and
the role of women in society. Most of his research was based upon personal
papers in the FDR Library.

In a book titled Over Here: The First World War and American Society,
David M. Kennedy considered the implications the home front had for the
American national character; for social groups like workers, women, and
blacks; and for the economy. Kennedy's sources included government records
in the National Archives (and in the English Public Record Office) and per-
sonal papers from several nongovernment repositories. °

Other directions in war-related studies are influenced by general subject
trends in research, which in recent years have increasingly focused upon studies
of women and blacks. One of the first scholarly studies of women after 1920
was centered on the effects of World War II, particularly on women's employ-
ment opportunities and social equality. Much of the research for this still-
important work was done in the Records of the Women's Bureau in the Na-
tional Archives.2 ' Subsequent studies have utilized records of other wartime
agencies including the Children's Bureau, War Manpower Commission, War
Production Board, and the Office of War Information. Current scholars in-
creasingly mine the major collections on women in places like the Schlesinger
Library at Radcliffe College, and the Sophia Smith Collection at Smith. War-
related materials appear in the private papers of individuals as well as in the
records of organizations like the National League of Women Voters and the
National Women's Trade Union League (both in the Library of Congress).

Researchers probing the American black experience have used official mili-
tary records to study the desegregation of the armed forces (ordered by Harry
S Truman in 1948) and federal court records to document blacks' changing legal
position. An important guide to records in the National Archives pertaining
to American blacks has been available since 1984. Limited to civilian records,
Black History is an excellent example of the extent to which war is documented
in nonmilitary records. 4 Another book that appeared in 1984, Bloods: An
Oral History of the Vietnam War by Black Veterans, affirmed the importance
of oral history to the historical record of war.2'

In addition to topical trends, historical research on war reflects general trends
in interpretation and reinterpretation. This is the work of the revisionists.
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Historical revisionism results both from changing political and social attitudes,
and from newly-available information. While the former is not a professional
concern of the archivist, the latter is a crucial one. The opening of new records
invariably brings a flurry of researchers with revisionist inclinations to reposi-
tories. The best known of these are the cold war revisionists, of whom Gar
Alperovitz is sage and symbol. In 1965, Alperovitz challenged the prevailing
American consensus that the Soviets were primarily responsible for the cold
war. He instead assigned much of the blame to the Truman administration.
A great deal of Alperovitz's work is based upon previously unavailable private
diaries of Harry L. Stimson, Truman's secretary of war.26

Another notable example of reinterpretation based upon newly-accessible
records concerns the case of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, who were executed
as spies for the Soviet Union in 1953. As the cold war thawed, several books
were written expounding the thesis that the Rosenbergs had not been guilty
of conspiracy to commit espionage, of which they had been found guilty, but
were instead victims of the hysteria of the McCarthy era.27 The Rosenbergs'
sons, Robert and Michael Meeropol, added their own defense of their parents
in 1975.28 But using records from the FBI and other government agencies
that had been released as a result of a legal action initiated by the Meeropols,
in 1983 a new account of the case was published which concluded the Rosen-
bergs had indeed been spies."

Trends in historical ideology as well as in interpretation can affect the kinds
of records in demand by historians. The older, narrative types of history re-
lied heavily upon expository records-reports, diaries, letters, and so forth.
When positivism brought quantitative history into prominence, researchers be-
gan looking beyond first-hand narratives to aggregations of numbers: to the
census schedules, statistical reports, and other quantitative records. 30 This
trend, which has subsided somewhat in recent years, demonstrates that the kind
of records that researchers demand can change. Because archivists cannot an-
ticipate these trends, they must collect records comprehensively, not solely for
the inclinations of today's researchers. They must continue to do this even
though the records that they clean, arrange, describe, and open may be ignored
by researchers for years.

Archivists must also be careful not to limit their idea of documentation to
paper records. Most archives now also hold photographs, sound recordings, and
video and computer tapes, and their proportion of total holdings will continue
to increase. The issues raised by twentieth century technology are too complex
to explore thoroughly here, but it should be noted that some of the documen-
tation of war is already available only in high-technology media. The names
of the soldiers chiseled on the Vietnam Memorial in Washington came from
a computer tape.

After this extended discourse on documentation of war, the big questions
remain: Is the documentation adequate? Are archivists collecting the right
things? Do researchers find the answers to their questions in archival reposi-
tories? These questions seem best directed to the researchers themselves, and
the answers that this author has received from a number of historians are reas-
suring. Researchers typically do not complain so much about the collections
as the difficulties of access.

Most archivists want to make their collections as accessible as possible, but
the negotiation of restrictions is not always under their control. Both govern-
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ment and nongovernment records suffer from limitations of access, but for
different reasons.

Americans from James Madison, a framer of the Constitution, to Judith
Krug, current director of the American Library" Association's Office for Intellec-
tual Freedom, have argued that the American form of government requires
open access to government records. Statutory exceptions derive primarily
from issues of national security and personal privacy. While few argue that
these are not legitimate reasons for restriction, there is a notable lack of con-
sensus about what constitutes a threat to national security or personal priva-
cy, and who decides. Professional associations including the Organization of
American Historians and the American Historical Association have joined
researchers in protesting the length of time that many government records are
closed. The Freedom of Information Act has helped by providing a means of
appeal for researchers who are denied access to records, but has by no means
solved the problem.32

Nongoverment records face donor-imposed restrictions that can be even more
impervious to appeal than federal restrictions. The archivist can have more
influence on the formulation of these restrictions, which makes negotiating with
prospective donors at once delicate and challenging.33 Archivists are inclined
to preserve even those records that seem hopelessly bound with restrictions, hop-
ing that someday they will be opened to researchers. As administrators with
budget and space limitations, however, they must sometimes question how
much of their resources can be allocated to storage of restricted or closed
records. In the end archivists face hard decisions about how to meet the needs
of today's researchers as well as those of the future.

Care, custody, and control of the historical record is a weighty responsibili-
ty because written history must be based upon the surviving fragments of the
past. To the official documents, personal writings, pictorial images, and printed
accounts of earlier times, the twentieth century has also left sound recordings,
video tapes, and magnetic tapes as a part of its record. A crucial missing frag-
ment can dramatically change an historian's interpretation of the past. Con-
sider the origins of World War I without the Zimmerman telegram, or the
World War II bombing of Conventry in the context of the "Ultra Secret. '34

This is why the opening of new collections is met with such excitement, and
it is why public and private repositories have to cooperate with each other as
best they can-to present as complete a documentation of the past as possi-
ble. Archivists do not exactly hold the past in their hands, but they do hold the
after-battle reports, the letters written home, the film clips, State Department
memos, photographs, and body counts that are left. Historical interpretation
will continue to change; but in the last analysis, the archival record will con-
stitute the basis of what is known in the future about war in the 20th century.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Shirley J. Burton is an archivist at the National
Archives-Chicago Branch. She presented an earlier version of her paper at the
Midwest Archives Conference fall meeting in October 1987.

The opinions expressed in this article are solely the author's, and in no way
reflect the official position of the National Archives and Records Adminis-
tration.
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OBERLIN COLLEGE AND THE
MOVEMENT TO ESTABLISH
AN ARCHIVES, 1920-1966

ROLAND M. BAUMANN

ABSTRACT Acquiring an appreciation for an archival program's history is
one of several steps to be taken by an archivist when involved in planning or
self-study exercises. This is an especially important step for a new appointee
who succeeds an archivist who held the position for a long period of time. This
article describes the conflict and issues surrounding the establishment of an
archives at Oberlin College. As a case study, Oberlin is considered somewhat
atypical. While the study will add to our understanding of the development
of archives in the United States, it was written in order to educate institution-
al resource allocators on past issues and to advance specific archival program
objectives.

The origins of academic archives are as varied as the institutions they serve.
The historical consciousness of an institution is sometimes heightened by the
need to plan for a commemoration or an anniversary celebration. An inten-
tional or unintentional consequence may be the creation of an archival
program. In other cases college and university archives or archival programs
emerge because a history professor or an administrative officer holds a strong
interest in preserving the "memory" of the institution. Archival programs start-
ed on a part-time basis or by a distinguished faculty member in retirement
ultimately are sustained on a full-time basis because these pioneers showed the
way and confirmed the importance of the archives to both administrators and
faculty. These and other paths can lead to the founding of an archives.

The establishment of the archives at Oberlin College resulted neither from
a celebration nor the insistence of a single strong voice. Nor was it a case of
following Harvard's example where the librarian is also the archivist and the
archives is a branch function of the college library.' Oberlin College, with its
proud and distinguished history in liberal arts higher education, made its
decision to employ a trained archivist in a different way. The decision-making
process to establish an archives spanned nearly half a century and reflects the
interactions of both complicated political forces and varying perceptions of the
value and purpose of an archives.
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Early Collecting-From the "Golden Age" to World War II

Oberlin College was scarcely a year old when one of its founders, Philo P.
Stewart, was assigned responsibility for keeping a record of actions and col-
lecting materials documenting the history of the academic community.2 In
the decades that followed, institutional records and manuscripts accumulated.
Concern for the safe-keeping of the noncurrent college materials led to con-
struction of a vault in the college chapel building in 1876.' Most institutional
records, such as board and faculty minutes, official publications, and the files
relating to students, faculty, and staff were maintained by the powerful secre-
tary of the college. Two men held this office from 1899 to 1962: George M. Jones
(1899 to 1938) and Donald Love (1939 to 1962). They were instrumental in
managing administrative offices' files and they sustained the college's commit-
ment to keeping track of its alumni by publishing regular alumni catalogs.4

The records or papers problem, however, extended beyond the office of the
secretary. With the erection of Spear Library in 1885 the college's first build-
ing designed specifically to be a library-interest in Oberliniana grew, as did
individual efforts to fill the library with such historical materials. For exam-
ple, in 1885 President James Harris Fairchild appealed for items of historical
interest and William Goodell Frost wrote, "Here will be deposited the Ober-
lin Covenant, President Finney's manuscripts, and the relics of the 'big tent'
and Tappan Hall. Here we shall," he added, "build up the great collection on
Slavery."5  At Oberlin, as elsewhere across the nation, little distinction was
made between college records and manuscript collecting.

During Azariah Smith Root's service as librarian between 1887 and 1927,
Oberliniana source materials were actively collected. In addition to the papers
of presidents Finney, Fairchild, and Henry Churchill King and of statesmen
James Monroe, class of 1846, and Jacob Dolson Cox, class of 1851, the library
held by 1930 the papers of many former faculty members and prominent
alumni. There were photographs, student lecture notes, and other materials
relating to the development of Oberlin College and the community as well.6

These manuscripts and archives were stored in locked compartments in
the "Oberlin Room" of the Carnegie Library, the latter built in 1908 to replace
Spear Library.7 The process of gathering archival materials, however, could
be quite haphazard. Mary Cowles, now emerita catalog librarian, recalls
that during the four decades before the establishment of a college archives, a
wire basket existed in the cataloging department in which individuals were
invited to deposit Oberlin related memorabilia and miscellaneous archival
materials. 8

As scholars and alumni increasingly demanded access to these historical
materials, librarians Julian Sabin Fowler, 1928-1955, and Eileen Thornton,
1956-1971, improved services for special collections, including better storage
and security. Both librarians advocated putting the use and interpretation of
the archives in the hands of a knowledgeable, trained person. A "sub-
Committee on the use of the Library,' reported in 1944 that, "[We] need some-
one in charge of our growing manuscript collection-preferably a trained
archivist."' Four years later, in 1948, an effort to employ an archivist fell
short when the college's Committee of Appointments failed to recommend
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funding for the position." During the next fifteen years other needs, includ-
ing the completion of a rare books room in Carnegie Library," were placed
ahead of appointing a trained archivist.. -

Sources of Information: How Are They Replaced?

By early 1960 some of the "drift" ended as the librarian organized a num-
ber of small groups to discuss organizing an archival program. Thornton was
concerned about the care of 300,000 pamphlets and important bodies of
archival materials as well as the fact that the other agencies on campus had
left the entire burden to fall on the library. Between 1960 and 1962 a number
of factors contributed to the renewed interest in the management of the col-
lege's archival holdings. First, the librarian exerted professional leadership and
continued to hammer away at the administration on the matter of employing
an archivist. Second, the 1959 death of Robert S. Fletcher, author of the re-
spected two-volume History of Oberlin College: From Its Foundation Through
the Civil War (1943), deprived Oberlin of a 'major source of wisdom on
the archives deposited in the library. '4 The pending retirement of Donald
M. Love, unofficial archivist, further illustrated this loss of wisdom." Third,
for the first time, records administration and scholarship were linked; propo-
nents of an archives argued that an archivist was needed to serve both the needs
of historical researchers and the records-keeping needs of the college adminis-
tration. On this point Thornton wrote, "Many [colleges] have plans which in-
clude the handling of college financial, student, and departmental records as
well as what we have always considered archival-manuscript materials and
the like."'.

Finally, the librarian successfully cultivated several alliances or partnerships
in her campaign. She reached out to college secretary Love, offering him the
opportunity to take credit for the development of the archives.' Thornton
even asked Love whether he would be interested in serving as the archivist on
a part-time or free lance basis, since he would be pressed into the business any-
way, being the "local expert."" She also organized-despite some foot-
dragging by the administration-an ad hoc committee to define the problems
and needs of a college archives. Of this group only history professor Thomas
LeDuc, author of "Arcana Sirvash: The Function and Need of a College
Archives" appearing in The American Archivist (1943), held any preconceived
appreciation for the values of archives and their role in a college setting. 9

Meeting in April 1960, the ad hoc group concluded that advancing a solu-
tion to the so-called archives problem fell within the librarian's purview and
that the librarian should propose, as a first step, the employment of a trained
archivist who possessed a good knowledge of Oberlin.' ° Thornton and her
committee noted that the "hit-or-miss" growth of the archives and the "ill-
defined" manner of serving these valuable collections was owing to three
factors. There was no single person in the college charged with responsibility
for the archives, there was no space for new historical materials, and, finally,
there was no system for the acquisition or cataloging of archives because no
one had developed procedures or policies.'
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Placement of an Archives Program

The physical and organizational location of the proposed archives was a deli-
cate matter. Initially, the librarian proposed that the archives program be
attached to the library, given the fact that large quantities of archival materials
had already been incorporated in the library collection and it further made
some sense to retain the archives as part of the total holdings and of the library
operation. Claiming no interest in building an empire or seeing the president's
office burdened with this responsibility, Thornton rationalized the case made
by saying that someone had to take the initiative and the college library seemed
to be the "most satisfactory initiator at this time. '22 Recommended was the
appointment of an archivist who was to operate as a unit head, the assistance
of a full-time clerk/typist, and the establishment of an advisory committee.

However, unlike her predecessors, Julian Fowler and Azariah Smith Root,
Eileen Thornton was not personally interested in the daily administration of
special collections materials. In her 1959-60 annual report she said that the need
for an archives was an "all-college matter rather than a library matter" and
urged the participation of the president or provost in the planning of a pro-
gram. 22 Thornton wanted the library to stop being a dumping ground for
historical materials. This was more important than to whom the archivist
reported. For all this, however, the college administration did not act on recom-
mendations contained in Thornton's 1960 archives program proposal, which
included the appointment of an advisory board.

Hoping that an outside expert might command more attention, in Febru-
ary 1962 the ad hoc committee sought funds to recruit Philip P. Mason as an
archival consultant.2 ' Thurston E. Manning, who had been appointed pro-
vost in 1960, was responsible for gaining President Robert K. Carr's approval.
The provost seems to have tied this request to the administration's effort "to
work out [the problem] of alumni records." Taking up the subject of archives
in his first annual report, Manning reported, "Here is one place where I believe
that expansion of the administrative staff could be well justified not only from
a point of view of additional operating efficiency but also from the point of
view of the obligation of the College to provide a suitable record of its own
activities. '2' Although the president considered Mason's consultant fees to be
"pretty stiff" he gave his approval "as long as the total cost of this project remains
reasonable."6 In the end, personal funds of the college's secretary and librar-
ian may have supplemented the colleges to make possible the consultant's visit.

Impressed with the important nucleus of extant archival materials dating
from the founding of Oberlin College, in his report Mason concluded that this
rich heritage deserved to be preserved in a professional manner. He noted that
hundreds of other colleges and universities since World War II had established
such programs.27 He also argued for an archival program that gave the
archivist a role in current records administration. He therefore suggested that
the "program be broad in scope, encompassing the management of current
records and practices, as well as the preservation and servicing of those records
with research value. 2 8 Finally, he recommended that the archives be admin-
istratively a division of the office of president because "it is fundamentally and
primarily a tool of the administration. '29 This was an important point. It
helped to clarify whether an archivist or an Oberliniana librarian would be
appointed.
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Report's Immediate Impact

Meeting at President Carr's request, the Ad Hoc Committee on Oberlin Col-
lege Archives on 24 April 1962, endorsed Mason's report in principle and recom-
mended that the president take steps 'to establish a permanent archival
program at Oberlin College, to begin in [academic year] 1962-63" The com-
mittee suggested further that a trained archivist be appointed and that space
in Burton Hall be designated as the quarters. Leaving no stone unturned, it
attached a tentative budget for 1962-63 to the memorandum.3 ' The prospect
of success was such that the committee, without administrative approval, began
to screen candidates.

3
1

Clearly Mason's consultant report, calling for an integrated records pro-
gram, was well received. It was so widely circulated among college adminis-
trators that additional copies of the report had to be requested. "I think you
would be cheered to know," Thornton wrote Mason, "that your report was
received with great enthusiasm here.3 3 But not all was well. The college
administration as well as the board of trustees responded rather casually and
indifferently. 3

On 8 June 1962, the board of trustees deferred action on the ad hoc com-
mittee's recommendation for an archives program. Instead the board, show-
ing a lack of archival understanding and a greater interest in rewarding
secretary Love, requested that further discussions be held by a committee con-
sisting of Donald Love, J. Robert Williams, and Lewis R. Tower. The latter
was the all-powerful business manager of the college. Commenting on this out-
come, Thornton hoped that next time the archives issue would be "more force-
fully presented than on the first go-around. 3'

Further Delays, 1962-66

Four more years elapsed before the first archivist was appointed. Without
documentation one can only speculate on the reasons for this delay. First of
all, the college was going through a period of rapid change in organization and
personnel. Robert K. Carr, appointed president to succeed William E. Steven-
son on 1 January 1960, initiated a comprehensive review of structure and func-
tions for administrative reorganization at Oberlin College.' In addition to
the uncertainty caused by President Carr's reorganization, Donald Love left
office during the summer of 1962. The proponents of the establishment of a
college archives lost an influential supporter in the highest echelons of the
administration.3' Assistant Secretary Robert R. Barr, who had been selected
by the board of trustees to succeed Love as secretary, died." In his place J.
Robert Williams, director of public relations and a newcomer who lacked the
political clout of his predecessors, became secretary in September 1962. Wil-
liams witnessed between 1962 and 1968 the gradual dispersal of the functions
of the office that had dominated the college administration between 1899 and
1962." Responsibility for alumni records was transferred to the office of
development. Apparently student records had come to be valued more for their
use in college development and fund raising than for their archival qualities.

Second, the appointment of a trained archivist was a matter that could not
compete with more visible and urgent issues. There were old buildings to be
renovated and new ones to be planned. There were major development cam-
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paigns.3 9 Now, as before, administrators realized that the question of
appointing an archivist could be put aside without offending a large constitu-
ent interest. Summing up this view, Thornton confessed during the fall of 1964
that archives "has been too low on the crowded totem pole to get as much atten-
tion from me or the President [as] it really deserves."40

Third, action on the archives recommendation was held up because basic
parts of the enterprise remained unresolved. The administration remained un-
decided about the placement of the program on the administrative chart and
about the designation of space. These were unsettling issues, and they came
at a time when Thornton-who occasionally waffled on the consultant's
recommendations-seemed prepared to absorb the archives within the college
library. "I shall be only too glad;' Thornton wrote, "to do anything I can to
help get this moving. Every year that passes compounds our difficulties." Para-
doxically, the "relative modesty of the whole proposal and its costs" to hire an
archivist made it easy to overlook.41 The fact that plans for the new library
included an archives was another excuse for delay. But this planning, in the
mid-1960s, was still very much up in the air and a new building was many years
in the future.

Finally, the board of trustees had two alternative historical projects placed
before it in 1962. One was to establish a formal archives program by appoint-
ing an archivist, and the other was to underwrite the "production of a book
which would be in effect a third volume of the Fletcher History of Oberlin
College".' When the executive committee of the trustees opted for the sec-
ond project, by asking departing secretary Donald M. Love to write volume
three, the board doubtless felt it was rewarding Love for his considerable service
to the institution while meeting its obligations to Oberlin's past. However, the
board apparently never followed through on this action.4"

An Archivist Appointed

In 1966 Thorton finally prevailed. After a prolonged search, William E.
Bigglestone was appointed the first archivist in May 1966. ' ' As recommended
by consultant Mason, the archivist reported to the provost (as the archivist does
now; from 1976 to 1986 Bigglestone reported to the college secretary). Hous-
ing, a critical issue, was awkwardly met. A room on the third floor of the Cox
Administration Building, measuring 18 feet by 21 feet, became the first home
for the archives program. During the first year the archivist resisted moving
into the library because the space available was no more suitable, while mov-
ing could have led to a takeover of the program by the library. A year later,
in July 1967, the archives moved to the basement of Bosworth Hall.4' This
was larger space, but still not so ample as the cavernous basement of Burton
Hall, recommended by Mason and the ad hoc committee. 6

A second concern was staffing. The administration agreed with the consul-
tant that the archivist needed a full-time assistant. However, the college admin-
istration acted upon this need without input from the new archivist. Thus
Gertrude E Jacob, the former executive secretary of the Graduate School of
Theology, became the assistant to the archivist. 7 The administration ignored
another recommendation of Mason's, and did not appoint an archives advisory
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group. Bigglestone never pursued it, and consequently this recommendation
was never implemented."

The uncertain, prolonged birth of the archives weakened its prospects. The
heightened interest and momentum created in 1962, as well as the concept of
a records program meeting the twin needs of researchers (archives) and col-
lege administrators (records management), was lost by 1966. Richard E Sea-
man, executive assistant to the president, was among those who thought the
archivist should have nothing to do with current records. Commenting on the
archivist's position description, he wrote, "The Archivist is an institutional
historian concerned with the ultimate collection and preservation of records
and documents of the College." Side-stepping the fact that today's records are
tomorrow's history, he commented that the best way was to refer to such things
as the trustees' minutes as "official records" as opposed to "official historical
records" In almost every instance Seaman tried to minimize the archivist's posi-
tion and diminish his scope of responsibility by using phrases such as "subject
to the approval of the president." Penciled along the margin of his copy of the
Oberlin College Archives Plan of Organization was the word "No" on the
appointment of an archives advisory committee. '9

By 1966 action had to be taken because the library did not want to be the
depository of the college archives unless a trained person was appointed to do
the work. The college was forced to realize that the institution itself could no
longer function without a Fletcher or Love to serve as its "memory." Eileen
Thornton, who prided herself on being a forward-looking administrator,
needed to clear up the disorganized state of historical materials lacking biblio-
graphical control to pave the way for automation (OCLC). ° She realized
that the library could have assumed control of the archives, but she probably
was unsure about taking on records management. This proved to be a moot
concern since the administration did not want the archivist to concern him-
self with current or semi-current records. Thornton repeatedly showed con-
cern over how the archivist would spend his or her time. "What we need,' she
again reported in early 1965 to President Carr, "is an expert in modern archival
and records management administration. 5' Unlike Mason and Leslie H.
Fishel, Jr., former executive director of the Alumni Association, member of the
department of history, and later executive director of the State Historical Society
of Wisconsin, Thornton did not see a need to give faculty status to the archivist.
Such status might make it "easier for the archivist to command the necessary
respect and authority," she concluded, but at the same time it took away avail-
able time when you "need 4/3 of a person to get the archives into going
order. 5

2

For the moment responsibility for the archives was to be placed in the hands
of the provost, or administration, and not in the hands of the library or the
department of history. This the librarian accepted graciously. In 1969 she
reported that archival materials were getting better care and oversight and that
"we've had an archivist, on my urging, for about three years now." The library
was transferring, on a piecemeal basis, manuscript collections to the
archives.51 She understood, however, that many of Mason's recommendations
had not been embraced. The delays in appointing an archivist weakened the
appreciation for the archives role in administration. Consequently the archival
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program itself was forced to operate in its first two decades on a thin base of
support and with an underdeveloped understanding of its mission.

Lessons to be Learned

What practical lessons can be drawn from the Oberlin experience? There
are a number of salient points. First, no matter how rich the history of an in-
stitution and even when sizable bodies of historical research materials exist,
archival programs for colleges and universities are not established without
delays or struggles. Archives tend to be a low priority.

Second, although no single developmental strategy worked for Oberlin Col-
lege, it appears that the persistence of the college librarian Eileen Thornton
made a critical difference. Perhaps had there been an anniversary celebration
to commemorate or a celebrated history professor on hand to finish out his or
her academic career by founding an archives, the effort to establish an archives
program would have been easier. Surely it might have been accomplished in
less time and with less fanfare. "My main worry'; reported Thornton on the
eve of consultant Mason's visit, "is that almost everyone seems to think this is
just a narrow matter of how the library should manipulate the papers of Joe
Dokes. '54 In creating a larger view of the issue or in identifying model
archival establishments, however, Thornton was unprepared to look to Har-
vard University (the program was too big or elaborate) or to other model pro-
grams ("they are horrible examples which I hope we will not follow")."
Instead the librarian, using her contacts within the profession, sought the advice
of Lester J. Cappon, Philip P. Mason, and colleague Thomas LeDuc.

Third, the employment of a consultant was important in the process. In con-
tracting with Philip Mason, Thornton was able to get an outside expert to iden-
tify the archival issues and needs and also to elevate the whole question to the
highest level of the college bureaucracy. Even though the administration con-
sidered Mason's fee too high, the consultant was well worth the money. He gave
authority to the objectives of the ad hoc archives advisory committee.

Fourth, the advocates of a college archives program faced a situation typi-
cal in higher education. They had to somehow justify a new program to the
administration. The archives probably could not count on the support of the
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences and the dean of the Conservatory, the
two main divisions of Oberlin College. Important questions were raised that
had to be answered: Where was the program to be placed on the administra-
tive chart and to whom would the archivist report? What would be the scope
and jurisdiction of the archivist (archives, records management, or both)?
Where would the program be located physically?

Although not all of these questions were answered as fully or clearly as they
should have been, there was ample momentum built up to establish a college
archives. Yet, because the need to preserve Oberlin's historical materials was
taken rather lightly, during the first two decades the archival program was
forced to operate with inadequate resources and an indifferent administrative
appreciation for the role of a college archives. In this respect, perhaps, Ober-
lin suffered the fate of other college and university archives programs.
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OBERLIN CHRONOLOGY

1834 Philo P. Stewart assigned responsibility to keep a record of the Oberlin
Colony.

1876 Vault constructed in the college chapel building to store institutional
records.

1885 Spear Library built. First library on campus.

1903 College chapel fire destroys building and some records.

1908 Carnegie Library built.

1887-1927 Azariah Smith Root (1862-1927) serves as librarian.

1930 Charles Grandison Finney (1792-1875) papers given to the college.

1943 A History of Oberlin College, 2 volumes, by Robert S. Fletcher pub-
lished.

1944 Sub-committee recommends appointment of a trained archivist.

1948 Effort to appoint a college archivist fails.

December
1959 Robert S. Fletcher, college historian, dies.

1960 Librarian Eileen Thornton submits proposal to President Robert K.
Carr for an archives program and employment of a trained archivist.

March
1962 Consultant Philip Mason visits the college.

June
1962 Donald M. Love, Oberlin's "unofficial archivist," retires.

June
1962 Board of trustees defers action on appointment of an archivist.

May
1966 William E. Bigglestone appointed first archivist of Oberlin College.
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NOTES
1. The Northwestern University Archives, established in 1935, was tied to Professor James

Alton James's writing the definitive history of Northwestern. See Patrick M. Quinn,
"Profile in Purple: The Northwestern University Archives," Illinois Libraries 57 (March
1975):220-22. On Harvard, see Clifford K. Shipton, "The Harvard University Archives:
Goal and Function," Harvard Library Bulletin 1 (Winter 1947):101-08. Archival programs
were established at Dickinson College (Carlisle, Pa.) in 1932 and Franklin and Marshall
College (Lancaster, Pa.) in 1983 in anticipation of anniversary celebrations.
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2. Statement appears in the brochure of the Oberlin College Archives, which was first issued
in 1977. Philo P. Stewart wrote by hand the minutes of the first trustee meeting held in
March of 1834. J.R. Williams to President Carr, 18 July 1968, Office of the Secretary. Un-
less otherwise cited, all succeeding references are to materials held by the Oberlin College
Archives.

3. Oberlin Weekly News, 20 January 1876.
4. As secretary of the college both Jones and Love had great command of the records, either

created or received, since they attended all meetings of the board of trustees and their office
was copied on nearly all pieces of hierarchical college business.

5. [Oberlin College], Order of Exercises at the Dedication of the Spear Library ... (Boston,
1885), 16-17. The author is indebted to Mary Cowles for this lead.

6. Keyes D. Metcalf, "The Oberlin College Library," Oberlin Alumni Magazine 19 (Janu-
ary 1923):14. John Mark Tucker, "Librarianship as a Community Service: Azariah Smith
Root at Oberlin College" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign,
1983), chapter 4. This statement on the growth of archives is based on a reading of the annual
report prepared by the librarian appearing in the Annual Reports of the President and
Treasurer of Oberlin, begun in 1876. Good examples are the College Reports for 1929-30,
94-95; and 1930-31, 154-55. Root even convinced the Union Library Association, for
example, to give its collection of 14,000 volumes and its card catalog to Carnegie Library
as well as all source materials (i.e., records of the school board, village, churches, and student
organizations).

7. "Annual Report of Librarian, 1917/18," in Oberlin College Annual Reports (Oberlin, 1918),
154. Azariah S. Root had not anticipated space being set aside for archives or special col-
lections in Carnegie Library. See "Plans for the new Library," Oberlin Alumni Magazine
1 (March 1905):147-49.

8. Mary Cowles, oral history interview by author, 7 July 1987.
9. See especially memo, Thornton to President Carr, 24 January 1962, Office of the Presi-

dent; and Thornton to Leslie H. Fishel, Jr., 10 February 1965, Office of the Provost.
10. "Post War Problems Committee, 1944-46," in the files of the dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences. The committee consisted of Frederick B. Artz, Robert S. Fletcher, Julian S.
Fowler, Chester C. Shaver, and Warren Taylor. See also the Annual Report of the Librarian,
1944-45 (20 October 1945). After reporting the need to employ a trained archivist in 1945,
Julian Fowler did not work very hard to get the appointment. This fact is evident in his
subsequent reports. In his defense the library had many needs, and because staff salaries
were low it was difficult to keep good people. See the Librarian's Annual Reports for 1945-48,
Annual Reports of the Librarian, in the Office of the Director of the Library. In 1948 the
board made only seven permanent appointments; see Committee of Appointment File,
Office of the Secretary.

11. Annual Report of Oberlin College, 1946-47 (Oberlin, 1947), 16. Preservation and Special
Collections Committee, Oberlin College Library, Report for 1978-79 (typescript), appendix
p. 1. Mary E. Cowles kindly brought this document to the author's attention. R. T. Miller,
Jr., class of 191, provided the gift to build a rare book room.

12. This point is based on a reading of many sources cited throughout this study. In particular
examine the Reports of the Librarian, 1945-60, Office of the Director of the Library, and
the printed Annual Reports of the college.

13. Earlier, in 1954, Robert S. Fletcher tried to convince the college to take some action on
publishing the calendar of the Charles G. Finney Papers. Fletcher wrote: "I would sug-
gest that an ad hoc committee should be appointed to go into the matter thoroughly." Fletch-
er to President W.E. Stevenson, 23 July 1954, Office of the President (file labeled "Cole,
Charles C.").

14. Thornton to Donald Love, 16 November 1959, Office of the Secretary; Annual Report of
the Library, 1958-59, 1959-60 (Oberlin, 9 September 1960), 43-44.

15. Thornton to Donald Love, 19 April 1960, Office of the Secretary. Love, an Oberlin graduate
in 1916 and on the faculty since 1926, was the author of Henry Churchill King of Oberlin,
a biography of Oberlin's sixth president (1902-27), which was published by Yale Universi-
ty Press in 1956.

16. Thornton to Donald Love, 19 April 1960, Office of the Secretary. Paragraph four of the
letter is worth quoting at length because it explains the situation:

My guess is that there are little or large clutches of what might be called
archival materials dotted all over campus in various offices. I am fairly sure
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that there is needless duplication in some instances, and inadequate collec-
tion in others. I think it's possible that many persons are involved in receipt
of gifts of this sort and many are in doubt as to what to do with such gifts.
Deciding what to do about each item is fearfully costly of time, precarious
where some items are concerned, and increasingly risky as a College "policy."
As we grow more complex and as we grow older, the record becomes more
voluminous and complicated. At this point, it must be very difficult to retrieve
records of our past and I believe those records of all sorts (not just within the
old narrow confines of the word, "archives,") will be more and more impor-
tant for us to have in good order, and with relative completeness.

17. See especially Thornton to Love, 19 April 1960, Office of the Secretary. She writes, "Probably
I shouldn't press you at this point, but I turn to you because I know of your personal interest
and really feel that it is up to you and me to take the leadership."

18. Thornton to Love, 27 April 1962, Donald Love Papers.
19. The committee consisted of historian Thomas LeDuc, secretary Donald Love, provost Ted

Manning, business manager Lewis R. Tower, and librarian Thornton. The relationship
between LeDuc and Thornton was somewhat prickly. This committee superseded the
informal work done in late 1959 by Robert Barr, Robert Fletcher, Doug Polhemus and Eileen
Thornton. Thornton to Love, 16 November 1959, Office of the Secretary. See also Thorn-
ton to Carr, 29 November 1960, Carr Papers; Thornton to provost Manning, 20 April 1961,
Office of the Secretary (file labeled "Archives, 1959-68"). Thornton to Tom LeDuc, n.d.
and 6 March 1962, Thomas LeDuc Papers. This writer has not been able to establish how
many times the ad hoc committee met.

20. C[harles] R. K[eesey] to Robert K. Carr, 25 April 1960, Office of the President (file labeled
"Archives").

21. Ibid.
22. Attachment of Thornton to Donald Love, 19 April 1960, Office of the Secretary. Thorn-

ton to Tom LeDuc, 19 May 1960, Thomas LeDuc Papers.
23. Annual Report, 43. It appears that the librarian had urged the participation of the Ober-

lin Historical Society as well. Thornton to Ernest Chamberlain, 28 February, 4 May 1962,
and Chamberlain to Thornton, 15 March 1962, Oberlin Historical and Improvement
Organization Papers.

24. Two consultants had been approved for consideration: Philip P. Mason of Wayne State
University and Lester J. Cappon, director, Institute of Early American History and Cul-
ture, Williamsburg, Virginia. Thornton to Carr, 24 January 1962, Office of the President:
Thornton, telephone interview with author, 7 July 1987.

25. Memo of Manning to Carr, 29 January 1962, Office of the President (file labeled "Archives").
See also Annual Report of the Provost, 1961-62, 5, in Office of the President.

26. Robert K. Carr to Thornton, 7 February 1962, Office of the President (file labeled "Ar-
chives").

27. Philip Mason, Report of Survey of Archival Needs [of] Oberlin College, 26-28 March
1962, 1.

28. Ibid.
29. Ibid., 6.
30. Ad Hoc Committee on Oberlin College Archives to President Carr, 30 April 1962, Office

of the President.
31. Ernst Posner to Phillip P. Mason, 10 April 1962 (copy); Thornton to Provost Manning, 3

May 1962; Thornton to Mason, 3 May 1962, and to others, Office of the Secretary.
32. Thornton to Mason, 3 May 1962, Office of the Provost (file labeled "Archives").
33. Thornton to Williams, 25 June 1962, Office of the Secretary. See also Thornton to Carr,

5 February 1965, Office of the President.
34. Quoted words in Thornton to Williams, 25 June 1962, Office of the Secretary. Action on

the recommendation for an archives is to be found in Minutes, Board of Trustees, 8 June
1962, 6.

35. The President's Report (12 November 1960), Oberlin College 1959-1960, 8ff. The reorgani-
zation is detailed in the Report of Trustee Committee on Administrative Organization,
November 1962.

36. Based on a file memo, 11 September 1961, prepared by Richard F. Seaman, respecting a
meeting held on 9 September 1961, it is reported that Donald Love held strong feelings
"that Alumni Records is [a] proper function of [the] Secretary's Office, sees them as archive."
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37. Minutes, Executive Committee of Board of Trustees, 23 April 1962 (D.F. 732 IIb); Staff
File (Robert R. Barr), Alumni & Development Records.

38. Williams to Carr, 18 July 1968, Office of the Secretary.
39. Based on a reading of President Carr's Annual Reports (printed) for the years 1960-65.
40. Eileen Thornton to Ralph [Ellsworth], 26 October 1964, communicated to Dick [Seaman?],

on same date (copy), under "Library," Office of the Provost. Oral history interviews by
author with Thornton and Ellsworth Carlson, respectively, in July and August 1987.

41. All quoted material is from Thornton to Carr, 14 January 1965, Office of the President.
According to the postscript in Thornton to President Carr, 5 February 1965, a Carr presiden-
tial file memo, there had been money in the budget to employ a trained archivist for a num-
ber of years.

42. Minutes, Board of Trustees, 8 June 1962, 6. Also, it is reported in News Release of Public
Relations Office, 27 June 1962.

43. The author is unable to document that Love accepted the money. According to William
E. Bigglestone, Donald Love informed him that "no positive offer was ever made concerning
the publication of the school's history." Bigglestone understood this to mean "both pay-
ment [of stipend] and publication," and he presumed that Love received nothing in writ-
ing about the project. Bigglestone to Baumann, 14 September 1987, correspondence file
in the office of the College Archives.

44. News Release of Public Relations Office, 25 April 1966.
45. Note (n.d.) by William E. Bigglestone, administrative file in the office of the College Ar-

chives.
46. Before Burton Hall could be used by the archives the space was allocated for other use.

Thornton to Carr, 5 February 1965, Office of the President. In late 1966 the newly appointed
archivist was asked to accept space two seminar rooms in the library but he found the
space "not suitable." Thornton to J.W. Kneller, 8, 17 November 1966 and W.E. Biggle-
stone to Jack [Kneller], 10, 17 November 1966, Office of the Provost (file labeled "Archives").
See especially an attachment to a letter, Kneller to Thornton and Tower, 8 November 1966.

47. Staff file of Gertrude F. Jacob, Alumni & Development Records.
48. Seaman to President Carr, 22 June 1966, Office of the President.
49. Ibid. For another viewpoint on the position description for the archivist, see Thornton to

Manning, 22 June 1966. Thornton emphasized the need to develop a definition of official
records, to prepare a catalog for the archives, and to distinguish library materials from ar-
chives.

50. Mary Cowles, interview with author, 18 August 1987.
51. Thornton to Carr, 14 January 1965, Office of the President.
52. Thornton to Carr, 5 February 1965, Office of the President. Carr transmitted the Febru-

ary memo to J.W. Kneller (provost) and L.R. Tower (business manager).
53. Thornton to J. Periam Danton, 18 March 1969, George E. Woodberry Papers ("Adminis-

trative file"). The Woodberry papers, which had been given to the library in 1930, were
being turned over to the archives. The transfer of materials to the college archives was a
major project of the library. President's Report, 1967-68, presented to Board of Trustees,
9 November 1968, 26. The author is indebted to Alexandra Weil for this lead.

54. Thornton to Tom LeDuc, 6 March 1962, Thomas LeDuc Papers.
55. Thornton to LeDuc, n.d., Thomas LeDuc Papers. For a view of archival programming

being imposed from the top down see Mary Lynn McCree, "Good Sense and Good Judge-
ment: Defining Collections and Collecting," Drexel Library Quarterly 11 (January
1975):21-33.
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Our Family, Our Town: Essays on Family and Local History Sources in the
National Archives. Compiled by Timothy Walch. Washington, D.C.: National
Archives and Records Administration, 1987. 223 pp. Illustrations, index.
Hardcover. $30.00. Available from National Archives Trust Fund, P.O. Box
100793, Atlanta, GA 30384.

Archival professionals in the United States find employment with the
numerous small repositories; with the smaller number of medium-sized
repositories, such as larger state archival agencies; or with the lone giant, the
National Archives. For archivists working in the first two situations, the sheer
magnitude of the records at the giant, with offices in Washington, D. C., and
eleven regional centers, may make it forbidding. For those in this predicament,
Our Family, Our Town will be very useful.

Certainly, archivists become familiar with the manuscript census records,
as do many of our patrons. General reference books, such as the National
Archives' Guide to Genealogical Records in the National Archives or the
privately published The Source, can help us become familiar with resources
in the National Archives. This book has the virtue of describing a number of
record series and showing how they can be used for the study of family and
local history. The book is a compilation of many of the articles that appeared
first in the "Sources in the National Archives for Genealogical and Local History
Research" feature in NARNs magazine Prologue.

The eighteen essays are organized in six sections: Family and Local History
at the National Archives; The Citizen Soldier and His Family; Citizenship in
the Early American Republic; Families and Communities on the American
Frontier; Counting American Families and Communities; and Discovering
American Minorities, and Redressing Grievances. Generally speaking, they
proceed from the general to more specific treatments. Some are masterful pieces
that combine a knowledge of the sources with current social science techniques,
such as John P. Resch's case study of a family and town using Revolutionary
War pension applications, or Keith B. Schlesinger's persuasive case for the use-
fulness of census enumeration districts in studying urban history and genealogy
beginning with 1850. Some series, such as the Revolutionary War pension
records, are limited to the eastern states while federal land records apply more
directly to states further west. And some series or groups, such as Civil War
era income tax records, Interstate Commerce Commission case files, or Civil
Archives Division records on CCC or WPA projects, merit further investigation
for possible information on one's locality. Mastering the resources in the
National Archives is a monumental task. But Thomas Schlereth's introductory
essay discusses the number of federal sources he tapped in writing a history
of the University of Notre Dame. His searches yielded a rich return-including
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information on a U.S. post office in 1851 and campus buildings constructed
in the 1960s.

The book is well illustrated, although not as fully as the original articles.
The articles do not identify well the locations of the records-whether in
Washington or the regional branches. Only one piece specifically details records
in a regional office. The compiled volume should have included a list of
addresses for the Washington office and the regional offices. Despite these
minor criticisms, this book should be on the shelves of all academic and public
libraries that serve a genealogical and local history clientele, and it should be
read by archivists who work with these groups.

George W. Bain
Ohio University Libraries

Resources for the History of Computing: A Guide to U.S. and Canadian
Records. Edited by Bruce H. Bruemmer. Minneapolis: Charles Babbage
Institute, 1987. 187 pp. Bibliography, indexes. Paper. $9.00. Available from the
Charles Babbage Institute, University of Minnesota.

Habent suafata libelli; "books have their own destinies." There is little doubt
that this generally holds for all reference sources. However, there are some, and
Resources for the History of Computing is one, to which the phrase certainly
is appropriate. This volume has distinct usage by and for two very different
audiences. The knowledgeable computer researcher will find this a ready
reference, with sources covering North America. For the archival community
this finding aid in the age of automation, computers, and technology will
become the standard to which future compilers will refer for a model.

Since electronic data processing impacts directly or indirectly on every
aspect of our lives, Resources is an important benchmark for both archivists
and researchers. Next to the wheel, never has the invention of new equipment
had such a revolutionary impact on work processes and procedures as has the
computer. In a short span of forty years, computer technology has progressed
through four identifiable phases and is presently in a fifth generation. Resources
provides in-depth entries that give the researcher ample information concerning
the collection in various phases. Each abstract contains an excellent description
of the collection as well as information concerning restrictions, finding aids,
and sources. Arranged alphabetically by state or Canadian province, each entry
reflects the various phases of automation, but will be difficult for the novice
to distinguish because there is no introduction or chronology explaining the
framework of the entries in relation to the history of computing.

The first generation of computers utilizing vacuum tubes provided embry-
onic service until 1958. The collections in Resources document how data input
was generally restricted to punched cards, and internally stored programs were
limited to magnetic cores or rotating drums. In eleven different collections,
the trials (literally) and tribulations of the first computer, ENIAC (Electronic
Numerical Integrator and Computer), are related. The reader will come
away with the correct impression that these first-generation computers were
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used by organizations for the mechanical processing of various clerical and
accounting procedures.

Collections that support research on the second generation of computers from
1958 through 1963 are numerous. This phase utilized solid state transistor cards,
as opposed to the vacuum tubes that were characteristic of the first generation
of computers. The transistor greatly reduced the physical size of computer
equipment. Magnetic tape drives, magnetic core memory, symbolic computer
languages, and random access storage devices such as disk files and magnetic
cards reflect the development of a systems approach to data processing during
this phase. The records of organizations and individuals who brought
computers from the automatic data processing (ADP) phase to the electronic
data processing (EDP) phase are numerous, as the eighteen-page proper name
index of Resources illustrates.

Miniaturization of circuitry chips ushered in the third generation of
computers, and collections reflecting this phase, lasting from 1964 to 1969, are
considerable. The rapid advancement of technological innovations included
disk operation systems (DOS), real time access, timesharing capabilities, elec-
tronic display devices, the availability of many pre-written computer programs,
and commercial format languages. Resources wisely lists these languages
BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, and PL/1, to cite a few-as individual entries
in the index.

During 1970, the fourth generation of computers was released for sale. Their
characteristics included greater use of micro-programming, microscopic
integrated circuits, and associative memory capability. This concept meant that
the storage locations were identified by their content or subject matter rather
than by their positions. By 1979, this phase had come to an end. For the user
of Resources, a short and selected readings list in the history of computing,
which will lead to background materials on these early phases, is provided in
an appendix.

The fifth generation, which is rapidly approaching its end, began in 1980.
It will be remembered for graphics, the start of desktop publishing, PCs, mega
software, and laser printers. Collections in Resources that document this phase
are sparse.

This volume is simultaneously a joy and a sorrow to use. The joy is to the
credit of the compiler who specifies in the scope that this guide only includes
those collections that have been acquired by archives and manuscript
repositories. The sorrow is to the user who looks in vain for those collections
which document the software, hardware, and peripherals development in
relationship to certain aspects of the electronic computer. Absent are collections
on magnetic ink character recognition (MICR), optical character recognition
(OCR), visual display terminals (VDTs), point-of-sale terminals (POSTs),
central processing units (CPUs), and computer output microfilm (COM), to
highlight the more obvious omissions. These lacunae indicate that major
collections are yet to be accessioned, and archivists should be aware of their
potential importance. These omissions should not detract from the Babbage
Institute's successful effort to bring to public attention those major, minor, and
obscure collections in this guide. Bruce Bruemmer should continue striving to
locate more collections for the next edition of this useful book.

Ira R. Berlin
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You May Plow Here: The Narrative of Sara Brooks. Edited by Thordis
Simonsen. New York: Touchstone Books, 1987. 222 pp. Photographs.
Paper. $6.95.

You May Plow Here is Thordis Simonsen's collaborative creation of a
twentieth-century autobiographical narrative based on tape recorded
interviews with Sara Brooks, an Afro-American woman born and raised in
Alabama's Black Belt, the daughter of a freeholder, the mother of five children,
and eventually a migrant Northerner. The narrative is autobiographical
primarily because it is Brooks's life-through her voice-that determined both
its form and content. The form of the narrative is basically chronological. It
is divided into sixteen chapters with each chapter title drawn from one of
Brooks's statements within the chapter. While the titles do not always capture
the essence of the chapter, each title effectively accentuates Brooks's presence.
We experience Brooks's life through her words. As the oral author, Brooks
compels our attention.

In addition to documenting her life's story, a key contribution of Brooks's
narrative is that it addresses matters of concern to family and social historians.
Specifically, Brooks recreates the private sphere of her family's life and their
relationship with immediate relatives and neighbors. Central to Brooks's
narrative are family dynamics: child-rearing (including discipline, religious and
moral instruction, folklore), courtship, intergenerational relationships, sexual
behavior within and outside marriage, and particularly the evolution of those
dynamics over time. Far more than just her autobiography, Brooks provides
insight into the Afro-American work ethic epitomized by her parents,
particularly her father. Brooks describes with meticulous familiarity-and
pride-all the things her father knew how to do: from making baskets, tools,
brooms, wagons, and chair bottoms to providing the family's sustenance
through farming, hunting, and fishing. Given the dearth of extant evidence,
Brooks's narrative enlarges and enriches the sources available for writing the
history of childhood and, concomitantly, the history of Afro-American women
whose lives are characterized by the dominance of housework, fieldwork,
domestic service, and motherhood.

While the bulk of the narrative focuses on Brooks's childhood and early
adulthood, the last four chapters chronicle the hardships encountered in making
it on her own: her failed marriage, childbearing experiences, and itinerant
lifestyle before migrating to Cleveland. While the tone of the last chapters does
not match the joyous tone of her childhood reminiscences, the former narrative
is nonetheless spirited. Most inspirational, perhaps, is Brooks's refusal to become
embittered or to let her self-esteem be defined by others' reactions to her skin
color, even as she acknowledges the racism she experiences in both the North
and the South.

By strict historical standards, You May Plow Here is not a scholarly work.
Although Simonsen explains the interview process and editorial decisions in
the preface and provides a brief historical context in the introduction, anno-
tation, a bibliography, and an index are noticeably absent. This is faint criticism
of Simonsen and more of a hope that historians and other researchers will
contribute to historical scholarship by evaluating and substantiating the
reliability and validity of Simonsen's raw data-approximately fifty hours of
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taped interview and seven hundred pages of typed transcript containing
Brooks's life story.Accepting, however, that the principal criterion for oral history is to collect
and preserve human memories that might otherwise be lost, You May Plow
Here legitimately fulfills that standard. Moreover, the narrative is easy reading
and as such has appeal for the academic community and the general public.

Lynda J. DeLoach
AFL-CIO George Meany Archives

Your Memoirs: Collecting Them for Fun and Posterity. By Seymour Rothman.
Jefferson, NC, and London: McFarland and Co., 1987. 120 pp. Hardcover.
$15.95.

Seymour Rothman, long-time feature writer for the Toledo Blade, has spent
much of his career collecting pieces of other people's memoirs for his regular
column "I've Heard." His book Your Memoirs: Collecting Them for Fun and
Posterity puts into print some of the practical advice for recording personal
memories that he has developed during his career. The book seems designed
primarily for older readers to convince them of the importance of preserving
memories of their lives so that they will have them to pass on to their children
and grandchildren.

The book could also be valuable for the archivist. As an outreach tool, it does
what archivists are often unable to do-make the preservation of personal
history and historical documents pertinent to the layman. Rothman does the
archival profession a service by putting together in a short book some examples
of how important preserving personal history can be. By doing so, the book
helps promote public awareness of the importance of archives and archival
material in general.

But before archivists advise the public to take Rothman's book to heart, they
should be aware of a major flaw. The title of Chapter IV says it all: "Paper,
Pen, and a Self-Adhesive Photo Album." Rothman tells his readers to purchase
magnetic photo albums to presrve their memoirs so they can be handed down
to future generations. As most archivists recognize, such a method is not an
appropriate preservation technique. It is a shame Rothman did not consult with
archivists before giving this advice to the masses. Unaware readers will find
their memoirs not preserved for posterity, but deteriorated in only a few years.

Aside from the technical mistake, the book is very readable and entertaining.
Rothman has a knack for making everyday events in everyone's life seem
important. He provides numerous examples from his own life of how simple
events can impact on one's life far beyond what one might believe at the
moment they occur. These examples should bring similar recessed memories
in his readers to the surface.

If the examples from his own life are not enough to get readers thinking about
their personal history, Rothman provides a lengthy list of "Words to Remember
By." The words are meant to evoke memories that the reader can use as a way
to get started on recording thoughts about his or her life. There is no denying
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that words such as "aging,' "failure," "security;' and "togetherness" will conjure
up memories in anyone, especially the elderly. He also suggests readers create
similar lists of important dates in their lives, and use these dates as ways to start
thinking about their history.

Your Memoirs: Collecting Them for Fun and Posterity could be a useful tool
for oral historians as well. Successful oral histories rely upon the ability to
conjure up the same type of memories on audio tape that Rothman is trying
to get his readers to do on paper. Persons regularly recording oral histories might
do well to keep the list of "Words to Remember By" handy during interviews
to draw out memories in their interviewees.

Perhaps the best use for Rothman's book is in educating the layman to start
thinking in a historical perspective. Genealogists, who often forego memories
for the sake of names and dates, might be convinced to put their work into a
larger context. While the book can be criticized for its lack of sound technical
advice, hopefully its strength will have a larger impact. Archivists need more
people like Rothman who can get the public at large interested in the
importance of preserving history in a way that the public can easily understand.

Barbara Floyd
University of Toledo

Preservation and Conservation of Sci-Tech Materials. Edited by Ellis Mount.
New York: The Haworth Press, 1987. 171 pp. Bibliography. Hardcover. $22.95.

This book was published simultaneously as the journal Science & Technology
Libraries, v. 7, no. 3. Close examination of the contents of this work will verify
this fact.

The intent of the work, as its editor states in the introduction, "is an attempt
to focus attention on the problems inherent in proper care and handling of
sci-tech materials as well as actual examples of what projects and studies have
been made on this topic" This "attempt" was made in the six papers presented
in the first seventy-nine pages.

Other than the initial paper, those presented are essentially case studies of
preservation programs at the following libraries: the research library of the
American Museum of Natural History, the Niels Bohr Library of the Center
for History of Physics of the American Institute of Physics (AIP), the Health
Science Library at the University of Puerto Rico, the MIT Libraries, and the
Brooklyn Botanic Garden Library.

With few exceptions, the focus of these case studies is the attention given
to traditional library materials, monographs, and journals. While each program
has its own unique set of objectives and preservation strategies, it appeared to
this reviewer that except for some of the materials mentioned in the articles
on the American Museum of Natural History and the AIP, all of the articles
could have applied to any type of library collection.

This view is not meant to diminish the preservation concerns of the
institutions mentioned in the book. It is only noted to highlight a major prob-
lem with this book in that it is too general in its scope to justify the impact of
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its title. The problem of disintegrating acidic papers and covers, improper
bindery techniques, inadequate environmental conditions, and the
implementation of disaster plans or preservation microfilming projects could
be superimposed over any library collection, be it sci-tech, music theory, or
Russian literature.

There are, however, sections of the book that attempt to address the special
nature of sci-tech materials. The article by Beatrice Kovacs briefly begins to
identify sci-tech materials other than monographs or journals, and the
conservation and preservation needs specific to them. The following passage
illustrates her views on these materials.

On motion pictures and videotaptes:

Motion pictures have been useful in science and technology collections,
providing visual records of movement, procedure, and relationships of
items to their surroundings. The capture of motion has value in scientific
inquiry, as was recently shown in the analysis of the Challenger tragedy
and the discovery of the reasons for the loss of the spacecraft.

There are many other illustrations like this one which are helpful in identifying
the special nature of sci-tech materials. Kovacs follows each entry by citing
works that outline specific preservation strategies for that particular type of
material. This examination of the various types of materials of interest to sci-
tech researchers only begins to address the spirit of the book's title.

The rest of the book consists of a special paper on the fee-for-service program
at the Louis Calder Memorial Library of the University of Miami School of
Medicine (12 pp.), a bibliography or collection development paper on fiber
optics (35 pp.), and a collection of "regular features" that complete the
issue/book. These include citations to new reference works in science and
technology (27 pp.), information on sci-tech online databases (8 pp.), and
reviews of sci-tech literature (7 pp.).

The preservation and conservation of collections, whether they are sci-tech
or not, is of concern to all archivists. Those of us whose collections consist of
sci-tech materials may want to hesitate before adding this book to our reference
collections. The "balance" of the book's contents and the value to archivists
of the articles dealing with the preservation and conservation of sci-tech
materials supports the notion that sometimes the sum of the parts is not equal
to the whole.

Ng. George Hing
Kent State University












